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About This Content

An arms race is taking place in Gemini. The three largest factions are racing to develop true weapons of mass destruction, the
massive Titan class vessels. The democratic Korkyra is producing a titan class vessel that is based on the latest shield technology

and will feature the strongest shields ever seen in the Gemini universe. Baeldor baronies are united together in an effort to
quickly produce a space behemoth that can land a strong punch. The Nyxian consortium used its informants and monetary wealth

wisely and is able to quickly join the race by taking what is not theirs: a titan class sized vessel based on Imperial Leviathan
designs.

Join one of the factions in their worthy attempt and become the deciding factor.

Welcome to project Titan.

---

Starpoint Gemini: Titans is an addition to the existing stories where players will be able to pick up where they stopped and simply
continue on playing. Titans will give you a small taste of what Starpoint Gemini: Warlords, our next big project, is trying to

achieve.
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Title: Starpoint Gemini 2: Titans
Genre: Action, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Little Green Men Games
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7, 8

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual core or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 compliant graphics card with 512MB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,German,Russian,Polish,French
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I Like the main-game and I got some enjoyment out of this, BUT the way they designed this DLC is just terrible.
(To be fair - I only played the story arc of the Veles, but if the other two play vastly different - that's still bad design).
First, I don't think you can start the DLC-missions from an already existing savegame from the vanilla game - at least I couldn't
figure it out. That is something I expect from an expansion - continue where I left off with new content.
Then there's the EXTREME difficulty of the missions. I had to grind half a day to get a better ship to even have a chance to
succeed - and still had to turn down the difficulty after failing again and again at the same mission.
And then you get your Titan and there is NO MORE CHALLENGE at all. There are no more new side-missions and everything
you encounter on the map just dies instantly.
Why not design the missions in a way where you get the Titan early on and THEN have some challenging missions? And by
challenging I mean leave the difficulty as is, but give me a Titan to level the field.
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